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Eliminating health and health care inequities is a longstanding goal of multiple United States health agencies, but overwhelming scientific evidence suggests that health and health care inequities persist in the United States, despite decades of research and initiatives to alleviate them. Because of its comprehensiveness, studying health inequities in the context of primary care allows for the use of multiple paradigms and methodologic approaches to understanding almost any state of health, disease, social challenge, or societal circumstance a patient or group of patients might face. We argue in this special communication that the many features/advantages of primary care research have valuable contributions to make in reducing health inequity, and scientists, journals, and funders should increase the incorporation of primary care approaches and findings into their portfolios to better understand and end health inequity. (J Am Board Fam Med 2021;34:849–852.)
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Health inequities are differences in health status or the distribution of health resources between different population groups, arising from the social conditions in which people are born, grow, live, work and age.1 Eliminating health and health care inequities is a longstanding stated goal of multiple United States health agencies, but overwhelming evidence suggests that these inequities persist in the United States, despite decades of research and initiatives to alleviate them. This stasis has led to calls for advancement in health inequities research methods and content by several US federal organizations. In 2012, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) convened a summit calling for a broadening of approaches to address health inequities,2 and the National Institute of Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD) has led visioning exercises to identify health inequity research priority areas.3,4 While these renewed calls are needed, there are still gaps to better study health inequity. Overall, US health inequities research has been frequently described as a subdiscipline of public health research,5 and major federal health inequities initiatives have relied on surveys initially developed around the mid-20th century.6 While a survey-based, public health approach benefits understanding region and society-wide trends and intervention efforts to reduce inequities, definitive progress on fully understanding and eliminating health inequities remains unfulfilled. An essential avenue for understanding and addressing health care inequities may be to more directly observe how vulnerable populations interact with the US health care system. Primary care providers are the front door to this system— even in a nation without universal primary care access— to which a wide swath of the United States, including vulnerable populations, access at multiple points throughout their life.7,8 The addition of primary care research perspectives, approaches, and data into health inequities research may be a crucial step toward understanding, improving, and ultimately helping end health inequity in the United States.

The What and Why of Primary Care Research

Primary care is first contact health care that is comprehensive, continuous, and coordinated.9 Primary
care research is research done in the primary care environment, therefore, involving primary care patients, practitioners, perspectives, and priorities. Because of its comprehensiveness, studying health inequities in the context of primary care allows for the use of multiple paradigms and methodologic approaches to understanding almost any state of health, disease, social challenge, or societal circumstance patients might face. Further, while most research methods can be used in primary care, some methods such as pragmatic trials, dissemination and implementation research, and patient-investigator partnerships are especially appropriate for primary care settings. Primary care delivery will not solve inequity alone, but observational and interventional research in the primary care setting is an essential and overlooked piece of the science to understand and reduce health inequity. Research in the primary care setting is a window that displays disease and health care and a wide representation of the issues relevant to inequity: the experience of violence, poverty, addiction, racism, cultural factors, and disadvantage, among others, throughout a lifetime. The beneficial relationships forged in primary care may, in part, start to mitigate the effects of violence perpetrated by researchers in the past. There have been calls to examine inequities over the life course, and primary care disciplines, especially family medicine, are well-positioned to do this given their comprehensiveness in scope.

The Reach of Primary Care for Health Inequities Research

For the researcher interested in health inequities research, a context-specific discipline might elicit sampling concerns: does the US primary care environment contain enough patients experiencing inequities to produce meaningful understanding on these issues? Is not studying those in the US primary care environment just the study of care quality for a subpopulation with unlimited access to resources and all the health care they need? Are vulnerable people—with poor access to services and resources—represented in a context that requires access a priori? Historically, in the United States, these questions may have resulted in caution in evaluating health inequities in primary care settings, but this is rapidly changing. Even in a society that does not have universal health care coverage, a large proportion of the population does have contact with primary care providers; in national surveys, more than 85% of US individuals, across demographic groups, have at least some usual source of care (doctor’s office or clinic/health center—not the emergency department). Specifically, vulnerable and marginalized populations do see primary care providers, especially in the nation’s network of community health centers (CHCs). CHCs (clinics receiving federal funding to provide comprehensive primary care) serve ~30 million patients in the United States, approximately 10% of the country, regardless of citizenship, income, insurance status, language spoken, or other socioeconomic criteria, and especially serve low-income patients and racial/ethnic minorities. Whether a patient accesses a CHC or not, numerous primary care networks, many of them now interconnected, widely represent those who might experience health inequities. For instance, primary care practices nationwide are increasingly part of data-connected networks—research networks, networks with shared administrative resources, and networks that share electronic health records and their functionalities for innovation and data aggregation. These networks join the existing core resource of practice-based research networks (PBRNs) in primary care. Though large connected primary care networks (data networks and PBRNs) may not have the representativeness of national surveys, they contain large patient samples with richer information on objectively measured health outcomes, care utilization, and increasingly, robust social determinants of health data. All this is routinely collected in primary care clinics, which is challenging to collect or subject to recall bias in public health surveys. Amid calls for the integration of social care and the evaluation of social determinants of health into health care, and calls for multi-level and “complex system analysis reflective of real-world settings” to better understand inequity, these reports have missed an opportunity to explicitly recommend primary care research as a viable and necessary response to these calls. The primary care setting sits at the nexus of complex system factors, is already in the “real world” and therefore may have enhanced external validity, is where most social needs are witnessed in health care, and is where research into these aims is likely to be most effective. In addition, primary care data are already multi-level and routinely collected: multiple visit observations for a patient over time, patients...
nested within providers, providers nested within clinics, and clinics nested in neighborhoods, cities, and states.\textsuperscript{22,25}

**Recommendations to Improve Health Inequity Research**

Researchers interested in US health inequities should consider primary care settings as a crucial avenue for understanding the full picture of health inequity and developing real-world interventions to end this inequity. The published opportunities of the NIMHD Health Disparities Science Visioning Initiative\textsuperscript{3} all rely on studying the primary care environment. Still, primary care is not explicitly mentioned in this list. We would continue the call for an enhanced partnership between primary care and public health in a manner that leverages the research strengths of both fields to take advantage of these opportunities optimally. This outcome would mean a concerted and longitudinal integration of national US survey data with primary care-related datasets to even more fully capture the exposures, experiences, and care of those most at risk for poor health outcomes. Second, it would mean sustained collaboration in developing and testing scalable health-related interventions that span boundaries: boundaries between regions, care settings, and between “community” and “health care” settings. In the long-term, funding agencies and health systems could invest even more in primary care centered networks to continue building data sources that have the potential to aggregate significant data on the longitudinal experience and outcomes of vulnerable populations over the entire life course. While Congress has designated the Agency for Health Care Research and Quality (AHRQ) as the “principal source of funding for primary care research,” the AHRQ’s 2021 budget was 0.5% of the NIH’s budget,\textsuperscript{28,29} and a very small proportion of the NIH budget is awarded to disciplines in primary care research.\textsuperscript{30}

In response to all these issues, we make the following recommendations:

1. **Funding agencies** in the United States should increasingly fund research projects that utilize broad primary care settings to study health inequity.

2. **Journal editorial boards** should recognize the importance, scientific merit, and enhanced external validity of utilizing primary care settings in health inequity research. They should prioritize the inclusion of primary care researchers—especially those with experience in health equity research—on board rosters.

3. **Researchers** should consider multi-level, etiologic, and complex system analyses\textsuperscript{4} and understand that primary care sits at a nexus of multi-level investigations into health inequity (primary care is the bridge between biology, behavior, health care, and community); researchers should utilize the existing multi-level data in primary settings and networks for observational and intervention studies.

Primary care providers treat and health inequities affect every organ, every system, every malady, in every family, and every community. Primary care researchers, along with public health researchers, may bring about understanding and intervention to end health inequity in the United States together.
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